
Importance of Digital Marketing in the Post-pandemic

World

OR

COVID-19 Pandemic acts as a Catalyst for Budding

Entrepreneurs

Meta: Was pandemic a boon or bane for budding entrepreneurs? What kind of digital

marketing strategies should one use in the post-pandemic world? Let’s find out.

For a long time, the pandemic triggered deep fears in people, while constant efforts were

made to tame the flight or fight responses. The world came to a screeching halt, and

everything around us changed in a single stroke. The fear was real, something that the world

had never witnessed before. However, amid all the fear and panic, there was one thing that

stayed consistent; the global efforts to battle the pandemic-induced challenges.

The way the entire world came together to provide for the have-nots, protect the frontliners,

and facilitate instant home deliveries to encourage people to stay at home was applaudable.
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The tough covid times also gave rise to a class of pandemic founders who capitalised on new

business opportunities in an extremely competitive environment. Of course, the destruction

was massive, and the losses were irrecoverable, but the way the world united to spread hope

in a not so progressive time has marked history.

The U.S. Census survey also revealed an incredible 93% hike in the number of business

applications launched in 2020 as compared to the year before. But what exactly is the reason

behind this phenomenal business hike? What are these new business ventures, and what

helped them strike the right balance during the rising uncertainties? Can we attribute their

success to digital acceleration? Yes we definitely can, here’s how!

Digital Marketing vs Traditional Marketing

It's true that marketers are leaning digital and while it started trending years before the

pandemic struck, the new normal has only accelerated the latest digital trends. With

everything coming to an abrupt halt, business owners had no other choice but to take their

business online. And with the rise of social media, big data and incredible analytical tools,

the job of brands and marketers became a lot easier during the pandemic.

As brands took to digital channels, they started improving their competencies in the digital

marketing space, with regards to SEO, social media content or utilizing data analytics. 76% of

SMBs say they have upskilled in these areas.

The expensive newspaper ads and TV commercials were replaced with cost efficient and

high-performing digital newspaper ads, Google ads or even Youtube video ads. That's

correct. the marketing never stopped, but the way brands marketed obviously did. The

campaigns have now become more targeted, accessible and trackable, which has increased

the level of personalisation, one of the primary reasons to go digital. Advertisers have been

bending their marketing strategies for:

1. High level personalisation and convenience

2. Targeted campaigns with relevant content

3. Better visibility, accessibility and ROI

4. Relevance of mobile marketing in current times

5. Fastest and most actionable digital tracking tools

Pandemic as a Catalyst for New Business Ventures

1. Ed-tech Sector

The pandemic has been a catalyst for e-learning platforms all around the world. The

world-wide lockdowns provided a significant push to the Ed-tech sector, and it looks like

smart classroom technology is here to stay for a long time. The rampant use of technology to

personalise the learning experience has become the new normal for both students and

educators.

https://www.justbusiness.com/reports/pandemic-survey#sources
https://www.impactmybiz.com/blog/marketing-during-a-pandemic-stats/
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Some of the leading Indian Ed-tech startups that witnessed phenomenal success in the past

year are Byju's, Talentedge, UpGrad, Udemy, Simplilearn, Unacademy and Scaler, all of

which are also planning to diversify operations and hire more employees, increasing their

overall headcount by 93-96%, according to the data collated by Economic Times.

The industry has also become a breeding ground for investors. According to another data

from the Indian Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (IVCA) and PGA Labs, the

Indian ed-tech startups received around $2.2 billion funding in 2020, which is four times

more than the funding amount received in 2019.

2. Fintech Startups

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/startups/byjus-to-unacademy-indian-edtech-startups-step-up-hiring-in-2021/articleshow/80268612.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/startups/byjus-to-unacademy-indian-edtech-startups-step-up-hiring-in-2021/articleshow/80268612.cms?from=mdr
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The strict social distancing protocols and zero-touch policies encouraged people to go

cashless and adopt digital modes of payments and transactions. The online marketplaces and

services further bolstered the use of digital payments.

The pandemic, therefore, happened to be the most opportune time for entrepreneurs and

investors to invest in fintech startups. Jai Kisan, Setu, NIRA, YAP, HomeCapital were some

of the fintech startups that managed to raise funds during the COVID-19 pandemic.

3. Online Marketplaces

While some businesses were able to beat back the storm, for others, taking their products

online was the only feasible option. Online marketplaces that were previously considered to

be second fiddle to the traditional shopping model have now come to the forefront.



While platforms like Amazon, Etsy, eBay, Walmart etc., were always there, the pandemic was

quick to influence other industries to take their business online, for instance:

● Online fitness clubs like Cult or HealthifyMe

● Telehealth platforms like NetMed, MDLIVE, MeMD

● Platforms for different services, such as Urban Company.

● On-demand laundry and freelancing, etc.

The pandemic infused layoffs encouraged a major chunk of the population to either build

their own freelance platform or use third party apps like Fiverr or Freelancer.

Digital Marketing as the New Normal Enabler
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Marketing was probably not on anyone's agendas before the pandemic had struck. Getting

the business off the ground was all one could think about, let alone investing in a super

expensive marketing plan. It was only in the later months that business owners started

realising the potential of smart digital marketing tools, now that they were finally servicing

online.

Getting your target audience to prefer your brand or platform over a thousand others is

certainly not a child's play. And this is where digital marketing came into play, only this time,

it was smarter and more cost-efficient than ever.

So before we deep dive into some of the most prominent digital marketing strategies during

and post covid era, let's look at some marketing stats from 2020:

According to a study conducted by Impact:

1. Brands that continue to invest in their marketing during the great recession came out

on the other side better off than their competition who held back. This reminds us of

a popular adage that says, "When times are good, you should advertise. When times

are bad, you must advertise."

https://www.impactmybiz.com/blog/marketing-during-a-pandemic-stats/
https://www.impactmybiz.com/blog/blog-marketing-recession-brand-investment/


2. 87% of customers appreciate brands that go out of their way to deliver timely and

relevant information during the pandemic.

3. A majority of 70% of marketers have replaced their face-to-face interactions partially

or fully with a virtual platform, and they do not see it as a short term fix.

4. Of the 79% of marketers using a content marketing strategy, 70% made major or

moderate adjustments to their strategy due to the pandemic.

5. 67% of businesses have undertaken or already implemented marketing

transformation strategies as a result of the crisis.

Digital Marketing Strategies in the Post-COVID World

We've seen the impact of marketing on consumer behaviour and purchasing decisions in the

most trying times. Undoubtedly, the pandemic has shown us just how much can we do

online, helping industries find a purpose to thrive in the tough markets.

But what is it going to mean for the marketers in the post-COVID world? What are the

top-performing digital marketing strategies that help businesses get going in a crisis? Here

are the top three marketing hacks that you should consider to market successfully.

1. Give Your Communication Efforts an Overhaul

As people's priorities and lifestyle change, it would be the right time to revise your

communication model. The significance of effective content throughout the pandemic and

even now is immense. The content you create should resonate with your target audience and,

most importantly, address the current priorities and pain points of the customers.

Your newsletters, blogs, ads, emails, videos, webinars, or even podcast episodes should be

revised, keeping the customers’ current priorities in mind. For instance, in a study, 39% of

social media users polled they were spending more time on social media. This implies that

the marketing strategy should be more inclined towards creating social media content

creation, repurposing content on social media websites or running paid ads on such

platforms.

For this, you can get in touch with the Digitian Hub team. The leading marketplace for digital

marketing agencies will not only help you formulate the most suitable marketing plan but

will also suggest some of the top-performing agencies that could help you communicate

effectively to your target audience.

2. Focus on High Performing Paid Advertising Channels

Focusing on all types of paid channels at once is not a good idea. You need to identify the

right advertising channel that will help you deliver your message to a wider network in the

most effective manner, which will help you convert faster.

https://www.valassis.com/infographics/changes-in-consumer-behavior-amid-covid-19/
https://www.eventmarketer.com/article/research-data-points-impact-pandemic-marketers/
https://www.marketingprofs.com/charts/2020/43637/b2b-content-marketing-report-benchmarks-budgets-trends-and-covid-19-response
https://www.emarketer.com/content/senior-marketers-split-on-future-of-offices
https://www.impactmybiz.com/blog/marketing-during-a-pandemic-stats/
https://digitianhub.com/


For instance, if you are into the beauty business, you can try Instagram ads. However, if you

are into medical services, then Google ads could be more effective. For business-related

services and communication, try targeting your LinkedIn network. In case you wish to

showcase any recent business changes or exclusive discounts or promotions, go for Facebook

ads which are quite affordable in comparison with others. You can also use a blend of

different channels that are based on proper marketing analysis.

Since companies no longer have a huge marketing budget to splurge, the CRM (cost per

thousand impressions) was lowered during the pandemic. According to Statista, brands were

paying close to 9 U.S. cents for a click on Facebook ads in March, while a single click

amounted to 11 U.S. cents in the beginning of the year.

3. Personalisation & Visibility

No matter how small a gesture is, it leaves a significant impact on the customer's purchasing

decision. 87% of customers appreciate and value brands that go out of their way to deliver

timely and relevant information.

Offering relevant content in the times of crisis has become indispensable to the success of

any digital marketing strategy. Brands that are agile, creative and are willing to pivot their

strategies to the existing market circumstances are more likely to lead in the extremely

competitive environment.

Besides engaging customers with meaningful content, you need to be as relevant as possible

with the ever evolving customer needs and preferences, especially during the trying times.

For this you need to revisit your customer segment, tap into new opportunities and optimize

your automated marketing campaigns.

Key advice!

While it is imperative to list a few solid digital marketing strategies as the world settles down,

it is equally important to locate the right platform that will help you market your products

effectively and cost-efficiently.

We understand how tough it gets for marketers to locate a credible digital marketing agency,

which brings us to a marketplace, Digitian Hub, that provides all kinds of options to choose

from. All you need to do is enter your project requirements, and you will have a pool of

top-rated creative agencies right in front of you.

Just remember, the strategy and the company will collectively help your business achieve

new big milestones, so choose wisely!

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1108081/global-facebook-ads-cpc-due-to-covid-19/
https://www.valassis.com/infographics/changes-in-consumer-behavior-amid-covid-19/
https://digitianhub.com/





